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In the preprimitive streak chick embryo, the search for a
region capable of inducing the organizer, equivalent to the
Nieuwkoop Center of the amphibian embryo, has focused
on Koller’s sickle, the hypoblast and the posterior marginal
zone. However, no clear evidence for induction of an
organizer without contribution from the inducing tissue
has been provided for any of these structures.

We have used DiI/DiO labeling to establish the fate of
midline cells in and around Koller’s sickle in the normal
embryo. In the epiblast, the boundary between cells that
contribute to the streak and those that do not lies at the
posterior edge of Koller’s sickle, except at stage X when it
lies slightly more posteriorly in the epiblast. Hypoblast and
endoblast (a second lower layer formed under the streak)
have distinct origins in the lower layer, and goosecoid
expression distinguishes between them. 

We then used anterior halves of chick prestreak embryos

as recipients for grafts of quail posterior marginal zone;
quail cells can be identified subsequently with a quail-
specific antibody. Anterior halves alone usually formed a
streak, most often from the posterior edge. Quail posterior
marginal zones without Koller’s sickle were grafted to the
anterior side of anterior halves. These grafts were able to
increase significantly the frequency of streaks arising from
the anterior pole of stage X-XI anterior halves without
contributing to the streak or node. Stage XII anterior
halves no longer responded. A goosecoid-expressing
hypoblast did not form under the induced streak,
indicating that it is not required for streak formation. 

We conclude that the marginal zone posterior to Koller’s
sickle can induce a streak and node, without contributing
cells to the induced streak. 
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INTRODUCTION

Among the most significant events in early development 
those that confer organizer properties on one region of 
embryo. The Spemann organizer of the amphibian emb
forms key elements of the dorsal axis and induces adjac
cells to form additional structures along the dorsal midli
(Spemann and Mangold, 1924). In amphibians, the position
the organizer in the dorsal marginal zone is determined by
dorsal-ventral polarity established during cortical rotatio
following fertilization (Gerhart et al., 1986). In the blastula, th
dorsal-vegetal region is able to induce an organizer in ani
cap cells (Nieuwkoop, 1969; Boterenbrood and Nieuwkoo
1973; Nieuwkoop, 1977). Moreover, transplantation of t
dorsal-vegetal cells of the 64-cell embryo can rescue the 
of a UV-irradiated embryo or produce a second axis in a nor
embryo (Gimlich and Gerhart, 1984; Gimlich, 1986). The
experiments have defined the amphibian Nieuwkoop Cente
a dorsal-vegetal region capable of inducing an organizer
adjacent animal cells, without contributing to the induced ax
structures. The basis of Nieuwkoop Center activity is believ
to be release of one or more TGFβ factors such as Vg1 or
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activin (see Slack, 1994), and activation of the pathwa
downstream of Wnt signaling (see Harland and Gerhart, 199
Transplantation of future organizer cells from the dorsa
equatorial region to a UV-treated embryo can restore ax
formation, but the transplant contributes directly to the ne
axis (Gimlich, 1986). In this case the new axis is said to b
organized by the transplant, i.e. it is formed by self
differentiation of transplanted cells and by recruitment of ho
cells to dorsal axial structures. Recently, it has becom
apparent that in the normal amphibian embryo, formation 
the organizer may involve autonomous processes within futu
organizer cells, including release of some of the same facto
produced by the Nieuwkoop Center (see Harland and Gerha
1997). Thus, it may be said that the future organizer h
Nieuwkoop Center activity; nevertheless, the Nieuwkoo
Center as originally described is a dorsal-vegetal region th
can induce an organizer in adjacent animal cap cells witho
contributing to it. 

Various attempts have been made to define a region of 
avian embryo that is functionally equivalent to the Nieuwkoo
Center. If the avian embryo possesses such a region, it sho
be capable of inducing an organizer (Hensen’s node) in 
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adjacent region, and cells from the inducing region should 
contribute to the organizer. The search has focused on
Koller’s sickle (hereafter referred to as the sickle), (2) t
hypoblast and (3) the posterior marginal zone (MZ) (see Ste
1990, and the fate-mapping section below for diagrams of 
early chick embryo).

Grafting of the sickle to a new site can initiate an ectop
streak (Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993; Callebaut and v
Nueten, 1994; Callebaut et al., 1997). However, sickle a
associated middle layer cells contribute to the node in norm
development (Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993), and these gr
probably contain future organizer cells. 

Some evidence suggests that the hypoblast of the prest
embryo is capable of inducing a streak in a new position wh
rotated by 90°-180° (Waddington, 1932, 1933; Azar and Ey
Giladi, 1981). However, the origin of the streak is difficult t
assess, due to the tendency of the rotated hypoblast to ben
original streak (Waddington, 1932, 1933). Also, it is possib
that the ectopic streak appears by migration of predetermi
cells toward a new position dictated by the hypoblast rat
than by a change in fate of adjacent cells, or that middle la
cells contributing to the organizer may have been moved w
the hypoblast. Moreover, recent attempts to demonstr
initiation of an ectopic streak by rotating the hypoblast we
unsuccessful (Khaner, 1995). Nevertheless, the hypob
expresses factors suggesting it has a positive role in str
formation, including activin (Mitrani et al., 1990) and Vg
(Seleiro et al., 1996), as well as several transcription fact
implicated in streak formation in later development, such 
gsc (Hume and Dodd, 1993 and see below), otx2 (Bally-Cuif
et al., 1995), and Hnf3β (Ruiz-i-Altaba et al., 1995). However,
there is no direct evidence that the hypoblast can induce c
to take on new fates.

In considering the role of the hypoblast, it is important 
clarify the nature of the successive lower layers that are pre
before the embryonic endoderm appears from cells migrat
from the streak. It is generally agreed that the hypoblast for
a complete lower layer under the central disc epiblast by st
XIII (prestreak embryo stages, according to Eyal-Giladi a
Kochav, 1976). It is often assumed that the hypoblast rema
in this position until replaced by the endoderm coming fro
the primitive streak. However, this does not account for the f
that most of the hypoblast is found in the anterior germin
crescent by the primitive streak stage 3+ to 4 (stages accor
to Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951). It has been suggested 
the lower layer appearing under the central disc as the st
forms at stage 2-3 represents a new layer distinct from 
hypoblast (Vakaet, 1970). In this view, as the streak forms a
lengthens, the hypoblast is displaced toward the germ
crescent anterior to the streak, and a new lower layer expa
from the posterior under the central disc. Both Spratt and H
(1960a) and Vakaet (1970) describe a change in the movem
of particles placed on the lower layer as the streak forms; ra
than a sheet extending anteriorly, the sickle itself appear
undergo expansion in all directions from within. This ne
lower layer can be distinguished from the original hypobla
cells by its smaller cells (Stern and Ireland, 1981). It w
referred to as ‘sickle endoblast’ by Vakaet (1970) but, to av
presumptions about its origin, we will refer to it as ‘endoblas
Most of the experiments on rotation of the ‘hypoblast’ have n
distinguished between hypoblast and endoblast.
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Rotation or transplantation of the posterior MZ of prestrea
embryos by 90° can result in formation of a streak in the ne
position (Khaner and Eyal-Giladi, 1986, 1989; Eyal-Giladi an
Khaner, 1989; Khaner, 1998). However, in these experimen
cells predetermined to form streak may migrate to the new s
of the posterior MZ. Moreover, part or all of the sickle an
overlying epiblast were included in the posterior MZ piec
Future organizer cells are present in the epiblast very near 
sickle at early prestreak stages (Hatada and Stern, 1994), 
in the middle layer of cells associated with the sickle 
prestreak stages (Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993). Thus, it
likely that the transplanted piece included future organizer ce
Eyal-Giladi and colleagues have proposed that the induct
activity of the posterior MZ is not direct; rather posterior MZ
only becomes inductive after it migrates ventrally into the sick
and then anteriorly to form an inductive hypoblast (Azar an
Eyal-Giladi, 1979; Eyal-Giladi et al., 1992, 1994). 

In the initial experiments reported here we have sought
confirm that a second lower layer distinct from the hypobla
is formed under the central disc as the primitive streak form
We have identified goosecoid(gsc) as a molecular marker that
is expressed in the hypoblast and not in the endoblast, and 
can be used to distinguish between the two.

We have also undertaken accurate fate-mapping of 
posterior midline region in order to establish the boundaries
node and primitive streak precursors. We find that the primiti
streak receives contributions from the epiblast and middle lay
just anterior to and within the sickle, but that the MZ posteri
to the sickle makes only a small, if any, contribution to th
streak. This posterior MZ region was then used in th
transplant experiments. In addition, fate-mapping showed th
the hypoblast and endoblast originate from different locatio
in the deep layers of the sickle region, providing a furth
means of distinguishing between these two layers.

In the main set of experiments, we investigated whether t
posterior MZ represents a functional equivalent of th
Nieuwkoop Center, able to induce a streak without contributi
to it. To test for induction, we grafted quail posterior MZ t
the anterior side of chick anterior halves, and scored t
appearance of a chick streak and node oriented from the g
(at 180° from the original predicted position of the streak) 
indicating induction of a streak. The normal fate of the anteri
half at stage X-XI is to produce neural tissue, surface ectode
extraembryonic ectoderm and a small amount of late
mesoderm (Hatada and Stern, 1994). We show that graft
quail posterior MZ (without the sickle) to the anterior side o
chick anterior halves results in the appearance of organi
(node) and primitive streak in anterior cells without 
contribution of donor cells to these structures. DiI/DiO
labeling experiments indicate that the formation of the ectop
streak involves a change in cell fate. By stage XII, anteri
halves are no longer able to respond. A gsc-expressing
hypoblast does not form under the induced streak; rath
endoblast forms, primarily from chick cells. We conclude th
the posterior MZ can induce a streak and node witho
contributing to these structures. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fate mapping, photography and histology
Unincubated, or briefly incubated, fertile White Leghorn hens’ eg
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(SPAFAS, CT, USA) were set up for modified New culture (Ne
1955; Stern and Ireland, 1981). Embryos were staged accordin
Eyal-Giladi and Kochav (1976), freed from the vitelline membra
and carefully cleaned with gentle streams of buffer to reveal Kolle
sickle without removing the delicate deep layers of the MZ. A
manipulations were performed in Pannett-Compton saline (P
Pannett and Compton, 1924).

Different procedures were used to label cells in different layers.
label dorsal cells, embryos were turned over to expose the epib
layer and labeled with either the carbocyanine dye DiI (1,′-
dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethyl indocarbocyanine perchlorate
Molecular Probes Inc.) or with DiO (3,3′-dioctadecyl
oxacarbocyanine perchlorate, Molecular Probes Inc.) as descr
previously (Stern, 1990). A small volume of dye solution was appli
to one of four different positions in the mid-line of the embryo usin
gentle air pressure. Application of DiO to a second position was u
as a reference point. Using this method, 20-40 cells are usu
labeled. From 125 labeled embryos, 61 that provided clear
information were considered in our analysis.

Labeling of ventral and middle layer cells was done from the ven
side, in one of six positions. DiI was applied iontophoretically usi
Al-Si glass micropipettes with an internal filament (A-M System
Inc. WA, USA) pulled using a Kopf vertical electrode puller. A watc
glass containing the vitelline membrane with the embryo was pla
on the dissecting microscope stage. PC solution was added aroun
vitelline membrane and a small amount of PC solution was l
covering the embryo. A copper wire connected to the (−) end of a 9
V battery was submerged in the buffer outside the vitelline membra
Another copper wire was inserted into a micropipette filled with 0.5
DiI in absolute ethanol and the other end of the wire was connec
to the (+) end of the battery. The tip of the micropipette was brou
to the appropriate cell layer using a micromanipulator and a 
minute pulse of current applied. At the end of the pulse, the pola
was reversed and a 5 second pulse applied to clear the dye from
tip of the micropipette. This step minimizes non-specific labeling d
to dye precipitation that sometimes occurs at the tip of t
micropipette, which can deposit itself on the embryo when t
micropipette is removed. Groups of 2-10 cells are labeled using 
method. However, since the extensive cell movements that occu
these developmental stages make it impossible to follow small gro
of cells, labeling of 8-10 cells was preferred. From 107 embry
labeled by this method, 84 were considered for analysis. 

After labeling, the embryos (ventral side up) and their supporti
vitelline membranes were transferred to 3 cm Petri dishes contain
egg albumin. The posterior end of the embryo was labeled with car
particles (lampblack carbon, Fisher) for reference. Labeled embr
were examined by epifluorescence microscopy in a Vanox
microscope. Photographs were taken at time 0 and every 6-12 h
during the incubation period using epifluorescence and bright-fi
optics on Fuji 1600 ASA film. Incubation was carried out in 
humidified chamber at 38°C for up to 60 hours and embryos w
staged according to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951).

To confirm the site of labeling, control embryos were fixed at tim
0 in 4% formaldehyde in PBS. DiI/DiO fluorescence was phot
converted by exposure to the excitation wavelength in the presenc
50 µg/ml 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma) in 0.1 M Tris, pH 7.4
(Stern, 1990). Embryos were dehydrated, embedded in Paraplast
sectioned. In 17/22 cases (77%), only the desired position and la
had been labeled.

Grafts
Unincubated fertile White Leghorn hens’ eggs (SPAFAS, CT) 
quails’ eggs (Karasoulas, CA) were opened and the yolks floate
PC solution. Vitelline membranes were set up for New culture (Ne
1955), usually on watch glasses, or in a few cases in 3 cm Petri dis
Embryos were placed in Tyrode’s solution, the yolk plug remov
with care leaving some deep MZ attached to the epiblast, sta
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according to Eyal-Giladi and Kochav (1976), and those with a cle
polarity used for the experiments. Incubation of 12 stage X-XI
whole embryos with the posterior pole marked indicated that th
average error in estimation of the anterior-posterior axis was 15
Chick embryos were cut into anterior and posterior halves with a gla
needle laid down horizontally. The anterior half was placed on 
vitelline membrane ventral side up. The posterior region of a qua
embryo (including MZ and area opaca) was cut off. This posteri
piece was cut in one of three positions: including the sickle, throu
the sickle, or posterior to the sickle. Usually the cut was curved 
conform with the curve of the sickle. The size of the piece wa
approximately 2.5×0.5 mm. This piece was moved either to the
posterior or anterior side of a chick anterior half. For transplants 
the anterior side, an anterior piece of similar size, including full o
almost full width of the MZ, was removed from the chick embryo an
placed adjacent to the posterior edge of the anterior half. Tyrod
solution was removed by aspiration with a fine pipette and the piec
brought together with steel needles. A small amount of carmin
powder was placed in the middle of the area opaca in the quail pie
Controls consisted of chick anterior halves with an anterior piece 
a quail embryo applied to the posterior edge. The transplants w
incubated in New culture (New, 1955) at 38°C in a humid
environment; typically they were observed at 18 hours and fixed 
4% paraformaldehyde in PBS plus 2 mM EGTA at 22 hours o
whenever a definitive streak (stage 3+ to 4) had appeared. Embr
were stored in methanol at −20°C.

Whole-mount in situ hybridization and
immunohistochemistry
Whole-mount in situ hybridization on the transplants was performe
essentially as described (Streit et al., 1997), using digoxigenin-labe
riboprobes for Brachyury(Ch-T) (the Ch-T plasmid was a kind gift
of Dr J. Smith), gsc(Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993) and chordin(Streit
et al., 1998). In most cases, proteinase K treatment was omitted 
hybridization proceeded for 7 hours at 65°C for Ch-T and 68°C for
gsc and chordin. After the color reaction with NBT/BCIP, embryos
were rinsed, fixed in paraformaldehyde for 1 hour, and whole-mou
immunohistochemistry using the QCPN antibody directed again
quail antigen on embryos with or without previous in situ
hybridization was carried out as described (Streit et al., 1997), usi
anti-mouse IgG-HRP as the secondary antibody. The monoclon
mouse IgG QCPN was developed by Dr B. M. Carlson and obtain
from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank maintained by th
Department of Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences, The Joh
Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore MD 21205 and
the Department of Biological Sciences, University of Iowa, Iowa City
Iowa 52242, under contract N01-HD-2-3144 from the NIHCD
Embryos were photographed, and some were dehydrated throu
methanol, propanol and tetrahydronaphthalene, embedded 
Paraplast and sectioned at 10 µm.

Terminology for structures of the prestreak embryo
The stage X (prestreak stages are designated by Roman nume
according to Eyal-Giladi and Kochav, 1976) chick embryo at the tim
of laying is a disc consisting of epiblast, a simple epithelium
underlain by a partially formed lower ventral layer (see Fig. 2 an
Stern, 1990). The epiblast is subdivided into the central disc,
surrounding ring called the marginal zone (MZ), and the outermo
ring, the area opaca. 

The lower layer of the area opaca (germ wall) consists of larg
yolky cells adjoining the yolk below. The MZ epiblast is underlain b
the deep layer of the MZ, or the germ wall margin. This layer may b
several cells thick, is quite loosely attached, and includes a project
ventral to Koller’s sickle (labeled 9 in Fig. 2). The sickle consists o
an approximately 90° arc of more densely packed lower layer ce
that defines the boundary of the central disc and MZ epiblast. With
the central disc, the lower layer consists of a few scattered groups
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Fig. 1.Expression of gscin whole mounts of chick and quail embryos.
(A-D) chick, (E-H) quail. (A,E) Stage XIII showing the gsc-expressing
hypoblast. (B-C, F-G) Stage 3, showing the progressive reduction of thegsc-
expressing region in the lower layer, while the node expresses gsc. (D,H) Stag
4−. Expression is restricted to the node.
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cells or ‘islands’. The islands are generally believed to aris
from the central disc epiblast by polyingression (Peter, 1938
Between stages X and XIII, the lower layer is completed b
cells migrating anteriorly from the posterior region; thes
merge with the islands to form a complete hypoblast under t
central disc by stage XIII (Vakaet, 1970; Eyal-Giladi and
Kochav, 1976; Stern and Ireland, 1981; Stern, 1990). Th
hypoblast moves to the germinal crescent by stage 4 (Vaka
1970).

A few middle layer cells are usually found between th
hypoblast and the epiblast anterior to the sickle (Izpisu
Belmonte et al., 1993). The primitive streak appears at sta
XIV-2, and a distinct node forms by stage 3+ (primitive strea
stages in Arabic numbers according to Hamburger an
Hamilton, 1951). In the lower layer, the endoblast apparent
forms during stages 2-3, spreading out from the region of th
sickle as the hypoblast recedes toward the anterior germin
crescent.

RESULTS

Goosecoid expression distinguishes the
hypoblast from the endoblast
At stage XIII, the newly completed hypoblast expresse
gsc throughout (Fig. 1A). At stage 2, the most posterio
part of the lower layer no longer expresses gsc (not
shown), and during stage 3, the non-expressing regi
expands to include the region beside the streak (F
1B,C). By stage 4, the lower layer no longer express
gsc, including the hypoblast in the germinal crescen
(Fig. 1D). In quail embryos, a similar expression patter
is seen (Fig. 1E-H). The expression of gsc in the
hypoblast is more obvious in the White Leghorn strai
than in the Rhode Island Red or HiSex Brown strain
(cf. Hume and Dodd, 1993; Izpisua-Belmonte et al
1993; C. D. Stern, unpublished results).

 
e

Fig. 2. (A) Diagram of a midsagittal section of a prestreak
embryo at about stage XII showing the various structures and
the sites of labeling with DiI/DiO. The diagram in the upper
right indicates the plane of section on a ventral view of a
stage XII embryo; the hypoblast is hatched. Sites of
injection: (1) epiblast anterior to the sickle; (2) epiblast over
the anterior portion of the sickle; (3) epiblast over the
posterior portion of the sickle; (4) epiblast of the MZ just
posterior to the sickle; (5) middle layer cells just anterior to
the sickle; (6) cells within the anterior portion of the sickle;
(7) cells within the posterior portion of the sickle; (8)
hypoblast just anterior to the sickle; (9) the portion of the
deep layer of the MZ, which extends ventral to the sickle;
(10) deep layer of the posterior MZ just posterior to the
sickle. KS, Koller’s sickle; MZ, marginal zone. (B) Diagrams
of a stage 4 embryo showing the positions of cells derived
from the labeled sites. For details, see Table 1. (Left diagram)
Epiblast and mesoderm layers. Sites 1,2,5 and 6 contribute to
the node, anterior streak and embryonic mesoderm
(red/brown). Site 3 contributes to posterior primitive streak
and extraembryonic mesoderm (blue). Site 4 of a stage X
embryo labels the posterior primitive streak (not shown), and
site 4 of stage XI-XIII embryos remains in the posterior area
opaca (dark grey). (Right diagram) Lower layers. Sites 1 and
2 contribute to embryonic endoderm (red). Site 8 is found in
hypoblast in the germinal crescent (yellow), site 9 is found in
endoblast (green). Sites 7 and 10 remain posterior to the
streak (pink and light grey, respectively).
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Fig. 3.Examples of embryos labeled at
the posterior midline at prestreak stages
and followed for the indicated hours of
incubation. Embryos reach stage 4 by
about 24 hours of incubation and somite
stages by 48-55 hours. (A) Pressure
injection of DiO (green) into the epiblast
of a stage XII embryo dorsal to the
anterior sickle (site 2) and of DiI (red)
into the epiblast dorsal to the posterior
sickle (site 3). At 30 hours, the labels are
seen primarily in the node and posterior
streak, respectively. (B) Pressure injection
of DiO into the epiblast dorsal to the
posterior sickle of a stage XIII embryo
(site 3) and with DiI into the posterior
MZ just posterior to the sickle (site 4).
(C) Iontophoretic DiI labeling of a stage
XI embryo in the deep layer of the
posterior MZ ventral to the sickle (site 9).
At 20 hours the label is found in the
endoblast. (D) Iontophoretic DiI labeling
of a stage XII embryo in the anterior
sickle (site 6). At 20 hours, labeled cells
are found primarily in the anterior
primitive streak and migrating mesoderm.
At stages 2 and 3 the staining region corresponds closel
the position of the hypoblast and the non-staining region to 
sickle endoblast, which was described by Vakaet (1970)
arising at the time of streak formation, displacing the hypobl
anteriorly. We therefore adopted gsc expression in the lower
layer as a marker for hypoblast, distinguishing it fro
endoblast. 

Fate map of the region in and around Koller’s sickle
The aims of the fate-mapping experiments were: (1) to defi
accurately in the normal embryo the boundary between c
contributing to the streak and those remaining caudal to it a
(2) to determine whether the endoblast has a different ori
from that of the hypoblast. 

Embryos were labeled with DiI/DiO in the midline at pre
primitive streak stages at the ten sites indicated in Fig. 2
In all cases, labeled cells were found primarily in only on
of the structures scored in stage 4 primitive streak embr
at about 24 hours of incubation. To confirm the resul
embryos were also examined at somite stages (48-55 h
of incubation) and were observed to contain labeled cells
the structures predicted from the earlier labeling pattern. T
results obtained at 24 hours are summarized in Table 1 
Fig. 2B, and examples presented in Fig. 3. The ma
conclusions are given below.

Epiblast anterior to the sickle or dorsal to the anterior p
of the sickle contributed most often to the node and ante
part of the streak (Fig. 3A), with the contribution to the nod
decreasing in later stages. Epiblast cells dorsal to the poste
part of the sickle contributed most often to posterior stre
(Fig. 3A,B). MZ epiblast posterior to the sickle usuall
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contributed to posterior streak when labeled at stage X, and
posterior area opaca when labeled at stages XI-XIII (Fig. 3B
Thus, in the epiblast, the boundary between cells that do a
do not contribute to the streak lies at the posterior edge of t
sickle from stage XI. 

Middle layer cells just anterior to the sickle as well a
anterior sickle itself contributed to the node and anterio
primitive streak (Fig. 3D), while posterior sickle contributed to
posterior streak. These results are consistent with earl
findings (Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993).

Labeling of the lower layer gave the following results. A
stages X-XIII, hypoblast just anterior to the sickle contribute
to hypoblast found in the germinal crescent. The portion of th
deep layer of the MZ lying ventral to the sickle formed
endoblast (Fig. 3C). Deep MZ just posterior to the sickl
remained caudal to the primitive streak in the area opac
Therefore, the hypoblast and endoblast have distinct origins
the lower layers. 

Choice of anterior halves to test for the inducing
activity of posterior MZ
Results in the literature suggested that it is relatively difficu
to initiate an ectopic streak using grafts to whole pre-stre
embryos (Spratt and Haas, 1960b; Khaner and Eyal-Gila
1989; Eyal-Giladi and Khaner, 1989). In a pilot study, th
ability of a piece of posterior MZ/area opaca to initiate a strea
at a new site was tested by grafting to the anterior side of wh
stage X-XI embryos. Posterior MZ was cut to include o
exclude the sickle (see Fig. 4). In 7/7 cases in which th
posterior piece lacked the sickle, only a host streak orient
from the posterior pole appeared; in 3/3 cases in which t
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transplanted piece included all or most of the sickle, a sec
streak appeared oriented from the anterior pole. Thus, graft
posterior MZ without the sickle and without cells tha
contribute to the streak are unable to induce a streak in a w
embryo. 

We next cultured isolated anterior halves of embryos 
determine whether they were suitable to use as hosts for g
of quail posterior MZ. For these cultures, a piece of qu
anterior MZ and area opaca was grafted to the posterior
Table 1. Fates of cells labeled 
Labele

Hensen’s Anterior
Labeling site node primitive streak pr
Layer Stage (HN) (APS)

Upper layer 1. Epiblast X (100)
anterior to XI 80
sickle XII 66 33

XIII 44 44

2. Epiblast X (100)
dorsal to XI 34 50
anterior XII 15 57
sickle XIII 70

3. Epiblast X
dorsal to XI 16
posterior XII 16
sickle XIII 5 22

4. Epiblast X
posterior to XI
sickle, XII 17
posterior MZ XIII 10

Lower layers 5. Middle layer X (100)
cells XI (100)

XII 100
XIII 100

6. Anterior X 50 50
sickle XI 33 67

XII 100
XIII 100

7. Posterior X
sickle XI

XII
XIII

8. Posterior X
hypoblast XI

XII
XIII

9. Deep layer X
of posterior XI
marginal XII
zone ventral XIII 16
to sickle

10. Deep layer X
of marginal XI
zone just XII
posterior XIII
to sickle

Small groups of cells located at various sites in embryos at stages X-XII
for the sites of injection correspond to the numbered labels in Fig. 2A. The
containing most of the labeled cells scored. The percentage of the embryo

The abbreviations in the last column refer to the structure receiving the 
the headings of the columns in the body of the table.

n, number of embryos in the sample.
The numbers in parentheses indicate cases in which sample size was 1
ond
s of
t

hole

to
rafts
ail
 cut

edge of the chick anterior half (Fig. 4, top diagrams), to prev
conversion of the cut edge of the central disc to area opaca
cells (Spratt and Haas, 1960b). After 18-24 hours 
incubation, 43% of these cultures developed a streak orien
from the posterior, 30% from lateral positions, and only 9
from the anterior pole (17% did not form a streak) (controls
Table 2A and Fig. 6A). The low frequency of streaks from t
anterior pole indicates that these anterior halves may be u
to test the effects of a grafted posterior MZ.
in different regions of the embryo 
d structures at stage 4

Posterior Germinal Posterior
imitive streak crescent Endoblast Area Opaca Predominant

(PPS) (GC) (End.) (AO) n contribution

1 HN
20 5 HN

6 HN
12 9 HN+APS

1 HN
16 6 APS

28 7 APS
30 10 APS

84 16 6 PPS
84 6 PPS
84 6 PPS
64 9 22 PPS

80 20 5 PPS
34 66 6 AO
17 66 6 AO
25 65 20 AO

1 HN
1 HN
2 APS
2 APS

2 HN+APS
6 APS

7 APS
8 APS

(100) 1 PPS
(100) 1 PPS

50 50 4 PPS+AO

(100) 1 GC
(100) 1 GC
100 3 GC

100 3 End.
100 3 End.
100 5 End.

84 6 End.

100 2 AO
100 2 AO
100 6 AO

6 94 17 AO

I were labeled with DiI or DiO as described in Materials and methods. The numbers
 embryos were allowed to develop overnight to approximately stage 4 and the structure
s in each sample with cells predominantly in a given structure is presented. 

predominant contribution of labeled cells from a given injection site, and correspond to

. 
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Table 2. Positioning of the primitive streak in anterior
halves of chick embryos by the posterior marginal zone of

quail embryos

A. Stage X-XI chick anterior halves
Streak oriented from No

Posterior Lateral Anterior streak
n % % % %

Control anterior 23 43 30 9 17
halvesa

Grafts to the anterior side
Donor posterior piece

No sickleb 51 10 14 43* 33
Through sickle 9 0 11 67 22
With sicklec 16 0 0 88 13

Grafts to the posterior side
Donor posterior piece

No sickled 19 95** 5 0 0
Through sickle 4 100 0 0 0
With sickle 20 95 0 0 5

B. Stage XII-XIII chick anterior halves
Streak oriented from No

Posterior Lateral Anterior streak
n % % % %

Control anterior 27 48 22 0 30
halves

Grafts to the anterior side
Donor posterior piece

No sickle 19 42 21 5 32

*Development of a streak from the anterior side is significantly correlated
with grafting of a posterior piece to the anterior side; P≤0.005, χ2 test. 

**Development of a streak from the posterior is significantly correlated
with grafting of a posterior piece to the posterior side; P≤0.001, χ2 test.

aShown in Fig. 6A; bFig. 6B; cFig. 6C; dFig. 6D.

post

chick

anterior half

graft to posterior side

chick

anterior half

K S
MZ

AO

KS

quail

graft to anterior side

anterior region

post

chick

post

1
2
3

KS

quail

post

ant

ant

chick

anterior half

       control

Fig. 4.Design of grafts of regions of quail embryos to chick anterior
halves. Chick embryos were cut into anterior and posterior halves,
and the anterior half was placed on a vitelline membrane. For
controls, a quail anterior piece was positioned next to the posterior
edge of a chick anterior half. For experimental samples, quail
embryos were cut (1) just anterior to the sickle, (2) through the sickle
or (3) just posterior to the sickle. For grafts to the anterior side, an
anterior piece was cut off the chick anterior half and moved to the
posterior edge of the anterior half; the quail posterior piece was then
positioned next to the anterior edge of the chick anterior piece. For
grafts to the posterior side, the quail posterior region was positioned
adjacent to the posterior edge of the chick anterior half. In some
cases, the quail posterior piece was positioned at the anterior sid
a whole chick embryo (not shown).
Posterior MZ grafted to the anterior side of anterior
halves positions the primitive streak
To test the ability of posterior MZ to determine the positio
and orientation of the primitive streak, quail stage X-X
posterior MZ was grafted to the anterior side of chick stage
XI anterior halves. The posterior piece in all cases included 
posterior MZ and the more peripheral posterior area op
(Fig. 4). The latter has little effect on development (Spratt a
Haas, 1960b), providing primarily tension (Bellairs et a
1967), and is not considered hereafter. In the posterior M
graft, two layers were present: the epiblast, and an underly
deep layer which was sometimes continuous and sometim
discontinuous network of cells (see Fig. 5A). As shown in F
4, the grafts were cut just anterior to the sickle, through 
sickle, or just posterior to the sickle, which was clearly visib
in the quail embryos selected as donors (Fig. 5A,B). As in 
controls, the cut edge of the anterior half was sealed wit
piece of MZ plus anterior area opaca (Figs 4, 5C). After 18-
hours of incubation, embryos were examined for the prese
and orientation of a primitive streak. 

When the sickle was not included in the graft, a streak w
formed originating from the anterior pole in 43% of the cas
n
II
 X-
the
aca
nd
l.,

Z
ing
es a
ig.
the
le
the
h a
24
nce

as
es

(Table 2A, Fig. 6C), significantly more than the 9% observe
in controls (Fig. 6A) (P≤0.005, χ2 test). When the sickle was
included in the graft, a streak was formed from the anteri
pole in 88% of the cases (Table 2A, Fig. 6E). When the gra
was cut through the sickle, an intermediate value was obtain
(Table 2A).

Most of the primitive streaks appeared morphologicall
normal, while 15% appeared abnormal with an enlarged nod
protruding ventrally, and a short streak. When analyzed by 
situ hybridization for the expression of the streak marker Ch-
T (7 embryos) or the node markersgsc(8 embryos) or chordin
(Streit et al., 1998) (4 embryos), all samples reveale
appropriate staining (Figs 7A,D,I, 8D,F). 

Of those grafted embryos that did not form a streak, som
formed an area of more densely packed cells, but did not 
on to form a streak; in others, the central disc became relativ
thin and clear with little lower layer. The fraction of grafted
embryos not forming a streak was 13% in those with a gra
including the sickle, and 17% in controls. It was highest, 33%
in those receiving a graft to the anterior side without the sickl
this effect may stem primarily from the regulatory processe
occurring within the anterior half (see Discussion), rather tha
from technical problems. 

We conclude that the posterior MZ (without sickle) is abl
to determine the position of the streak. The induced no
expresses gscand chordin, and the streak expresses Ch-T.

e of
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Distribution of quail cells after grafting to the
anterior side of chick anterior halves 
(1) Grafts of posterior MZ without the sickle do not
contribute cells to the streak or node
The contribution of quail cells from the graft to the ectopi
streaks was assessed using immunohistochemical staining
the quail perinuclear antigen QCPN. After grafting posterio
MZ without the sickle, quail cells were not found in the
epiblast, streak, or node. Quail cells were found in a narro
chick 
anterior half

anterior quail

ntrol)

posterior quail

chick
anterior region

ick host

posterior quail with K.S.

chick
anterior region

ick host

chick
anterior region

posterior quail

hick host

Location
of graft

Fig. 6.Frequency of appearance of
primitive streaks in different
orientations and the contribution of
quail cells after grafting quail MZ to
anterior halves of chick embryos.
Different types of quail grafts of MZ
were carried out as shown in the
diagrams on the right. (A,C,E,G)
Percentage of grafted embryos
forming a streak oriented as indicated
by the arrows. ↑ , oriented from the
posterior; ← →, from a right or left
lateral position; ↓, from the anterior;
−, no streak formed. n, total number
in the sample. Darker bars in C,E,G
indicate streaks oriented from the
graft. The data are included in Table
2A. (B,D,F,H) Percentage of embryos
with different quantities of quail cells
in the region of the primitive streak.
In B, all samples are included. In
D,F,H only the results for samples
with a streak oriented from the graft
are presented. +/−, 0-10 quail cells in
the lower layer under the primitive
streak region. +, up to half the cells in
the lower layer were quail cells; ++,
most or all of the lower layer cells
were quail cells; +++, same but with
an additional small contribution of
quail cells to the midline epiblast of
the primitive streak. n = total number
in sample.

Fig. 5.Prestreak embryos and grafted embryos at start of incubation.
Posterior is down in all panels. (A) A stage XI+ chick embryo. Note
the sickle (arrow) and the layer of deep MZ cells posterior to it.
(B) A stage XII quail embryo cut just posterior to the sickle.
(C) Graft of posterior MZ to the anterior side of an anterior half of a
chick embryo. (D) Graft of posterior MZ to the posterior side of an
anterior half of a chick embryo. Bright field illumination.
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e

ribution of quail cells in whole mounts and sections of chick anterior
 after overnight incubation. The posterior side of the chick anterior half is
f quail cells appear brown after immunohistochemical staining with
d I) Embryos hybridized to a gscprobe; (D) hybridized to a Ch-Tprobe.
ithout the sickle to the anterior side of a stage XI embryo. No quail cells

itive streak region. Quail cells form a thin band (arrows) in the lower
f the quail piece in which both layers are quail cells. (B) Graft of
e sickle to the anterior side of a stage XII embryo. Less than half of the
itive streak region are quail cells. (C) Graft of posterior MZ with the
f a stage XI embryo. Most or all cells in the lower layer underlying the
oblast) are quail cells. The hypoblast in the germinal crescent (gc) also
uail cells are present in the midline of the posterior end of the streak.

ithout the sickle to the anterior side of a stage XI embryo. About 10
 the lower layer in the primitive streak region. (E) Dorsal view after

he sickle to the posterior side of a stage XI embryo. Quail cells are
 primitive streak almost up to the node. (F) Sample in which a posterior
as grafted to the anterior side of a stage XI embryo. A host streak
teral (right) region. The carmine mark on the quail graft is visible at the
 which a streak originates from the posterior side adjacent to the quail
 of quail cells moving anteriorly in the lower layer (arrows). (H) Sagittal
rior MZ without the sickle to the anterior side of a stage XI embryo. The
 for a similar embryo in A. At the site of the quail graft, all layers are
jacent to this is a region in which only the lower layer contains quail
there are no quail cells. (I) Sagittal section of an embryo similar to that in
on is indicated. Quail cells make up the bulk of the lower layer, and a few
nd streak.
band in the lower layer extending centrally a short distan
from the graft but not reaching the streak (Fig. 7A). A fe
individual quail cells were sometimes found central to the ba
in the lower layer under the region of the streak. In 9/18 stage
XI-XII quail grafts and for the one stage X quail graft use
this contribution was assessed as +/−, indicating ten or less
cells in the lower layer below the streak (Fig. 6D) (see F
7A). In the remainder, the contribution was assessed as
indicating that up to half the cells in the lower layer we
derived from the graft (Fig. 6D) (see Fig. 7B for a result of th
type). In six cases in which a streak was not induced, and
four cases in which a streak
appeared from a lateral region (Fig.
7F), the distribution of quail cells
was similar to that in cases that did
form a streak (data not shown). 

Six embryos with induced streaks
were sectioned and the results
confirmed the location and number
of quail cells. See Fig. 7H for an
example of an embryo with no cells
under the streak. 

(2) Grafts of posterior MZ
including the sickle contribute
cells to the primitive streak 
As expected from our fate-mapping
study, the largest contribution of
quail cells occurred when the graft
included the sickle. In most such
cases, the whole lower layer under
the area pellucida up to the
germinal crescent was apparently
formed by quail cells (++ in Fig.
6F), and there was often a small
contribution of quail cells to the
midline epiblast of the primitive
streak (+++ in Figs 6F, 7C).
Sections confirmed that the lower
layer was formed by quail cells and
demonstrated that some quail cells
were scattered in the lower layers of
the node and the middle layer of the
streak (Fig. 7I). 

(3) The distribution of quail cells
is similar using grafts of anterior
or posterior MZ
The distribution of quail cells in
controls receiving a graft of anterior
MZ did not differ significantly from
that in experimental samples
receiving a posterior MZ graft
without the sickle (compare Fig. 6B
and D). Again, a band of lower
layer cells extended a short distance
centripetally from the graft (Fig.
7G).

In conclusion, posterior MZ is
able to induce a primitive streak
without contribution to the streak,

Fig. 7.Examples of the dist
halves fused with quail MZ
down in all panels. Nuclei o
QCPN antibody. (A,C,H an
(A) Graft of posterior MZ w
are observed under the prim
layer adjacent to the bulk o
posterior MZ cut through th
lower layer cells in the prim
sickle to the anterior side o
primitive streak region (end
contains quail cells. A few q
(D) Graft of posterior MZ w
quail cells were observed in
grafting posterior MZ with t
present in the midline of the
MZ cut through the sickle w
(arrow) originates from a la
top. (G) A control sample in
anterior MZ. Note the band
section after grafting poste
plane of section is indicated
composed of quail cells; ad
cells, and under the streak 
C, where the plane of secti
are scattered in the node a
ce
w
nd

d,

ig.
 +,
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and with insignificant contribution to the lower layer
(endoblast). 

Formation of the ectopic organizer and primitive
streak involves a change in fate of cells in the
anterior region of the host
As shown above, when chick anterior halves are cultured alon
the streak that forms by regulation most often originates from
the posterior region. To determine whether the ectopic strea
adjacent to a quail graft of posterior MZ without the sickle
arises from cells near the graft or from cells located near th
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posterior edge, the chick anterior region was labeled w
carbocyanine dyes. The tissue near the posterior edge o
chick anterior half was labeled at three points with DiI (red
and one midline site near the quail graft was labeled with D
(green) (Fig. 8A,B). In 4/4 cases in which streaks form
originating from the graft side, they included DiO-labele
cells, but did not contain significant DiI labeling (Fig. 8C,E
In contrast, when streaks formed from the lateral or poste
regions, DiI-labeled cells from the posterior edge we
incorporated into them (not shown). 

Thus, the ectopic streak does not form by recruiting ce
from the posterior region of the anterior half; rather, the gr
of posterior MZ is able to induce a change in fate of nea
cells from prospective extraembryonic and surface ectode
(Hatada and Stern, 1994) to primitive streak.

Anterior halves of stage XII-XIII embryos are unable
to respond to a graft of posterior MZ
At stage XII there was a sharp decline in the ability of ho
anterior halves to respond to a grafted posterior MZ 
changing the position of the streak. Only 1/19 stage XII-X
hosts formed a streak oriented from a graft without the sic
(Table 2B). 

Grafts of posterior MZ to the posterior side of
anterior halves increases the frequency of primitive
streaks from the posterior pole 
To confirm its streak-inducing properties, the posterior MZ w
grafted to the posterior side of anterior halves (see Fig. 4
the positioning of the graft). After grafting posterior MZ
without the sickle, 95% formed a streak oriented from the gr
(Table 2A, Fig. 6G), compared to 43% of streaks from t
posterior pole in control grafts (Fig. 6A), a statistical
significant increase, P≤0.001 (χ2 test). After grafting posterior
MZ with the sickle, as expected, the streak was oriented fr
the posterior pole in 95% of the cases (Table 2A). 

In 8/14 cases in which posterior MZ without sickle wa
grafted, there was very little contribution of quail cells to th
lower layer (+/− in Fig. 6H). After grafting posterior MZ with
the sickle, a variable number of quail cells were found in t
lower layer (data not shown), and 3/13 analyzed display
quail cells in the midline epiblast of the primitive streak (s
Fig. 7E), with a substantially larger contribution than w
observed after transplants to the anterior side. 

We conclude that a graft of posterior MZ without the sick
is able to increase the frequency of streak formation from 
posterior side without contribution to the streak. 

A gsc -expressing hypoblast is not necessary for
streak formation
To clarify the role of the hypoblast in the formation of th
streak, we explored whether a gsc-expressing hypoblast
forms at early times under the area that will develop a new
positioned streak. 13 quail grafts without the sickle we
placed next to the anterior side of chick stage XI-XII anter
halves and fixed before or during the initial stages of stre
formation. For stage XI hosts fixed at 7 hours, 4/5 had a sm
amount of gsc-staining hypoblast under the original posterio
side of the central disc (not shown), while 2/2 stage XII ho
had a distinct hypoblast on the original posterior side (F
9A). Sections confirmed that quail cells remained near 
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graft and did not express gsc (Fig. 9E). By 13-17 hours, 6/6
stage XI and XII hosts had no gsc-staining hypoblast (Fig.
9B). Thus, no hypoblast was generated from the graft. Qua
cells were found to have moved a short distance centripeta
in the lower layer under the chick epiblast in both
experimentals (Fig. 9A,E) and controls (Fig. 9C). Sections o
experimental and control embryos showed no quail cells 
the upper layer (e.g. Fig. 9E).

Eight quail grafts cut through or behind the sickle were place
next to the posterior side of chick stage XI anterior halves. 
embryos fixed after 7 hours, some gsc-expressing hypoblast was
apparent on the posterior side of the chick anterior half (Fig. 9D
At 13 hours, a variable amount of gsc-expressing hypoblast was
present (not shown). Again, quail cells formed at most a narro
band in the lower layer adjacent to the graft.

In conclusion, after transplants to the anterior side, a gsc-
expressing hypoblast is often present at early times on t
posterior side (opposite to the site of probable strea
formation). It presumably arises from islands and/or sma
pieces of hypoblast present in the anterior half, and disappe
by 13-17 hours. A gsc-expressing hypoblast does not appea
on the anterior side, demonstrating that it is not required durin
streak formation. In addition, we found no evidence for qua
cells moving into the primitive streak, ruling out the possibility
that the quail cells found at later stages in the lower layer a
derived from the streak. 

DISCUSSION

Induction of the organizer and primitive streak by
the posterior MZ
Our main conclusion is that a graft of posterior MZ (withou
the sickle) is able to induce an organizer and primitive strea
from the anterior pole without contribution to the streak. Th
ectopic streak is derived from host epiblast near the graft, rath
than from cells migrating from a distance. The induced nod
and primitive streak are normal morphologically, expressin
the streak marker Ch-Tand the node markers gscand chordin
appropriately.

In contrast, grafts of posterior MZ with the sickle do
contribute to the streak. By several criteria, these grafts a
more potent than grafts without the sickle: they cause th
formation of a streak when grafted to whole embryos, the
cause the appearance of a streak at higher frequency wh
grafted to the anterior side of anterior halves, and grafts wi
the sickle are effective at stage XII-XIII, whereas competenc
to respond to the posterior MZ without the sickle is lost b
stage XII. Our fate-mapping studies have confirmed that ce
within the sickle, as well as epiblast dorsal to the sickle
contribute to the node and thus probably include organiz
cells. Therefore, grafts including the sickle organize the ectop
node and streak, that is, cells from the grafts undergo se
differentiation and contribution to the axis, while also
recruiting host cells to the axis. 

Regulation in anterior halves and induction by the
posterior MZ
Since control anterior halves are able to form a streak b
regulation, our key result involves comparison of the
orientation of streaks in control and experimental case
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Anterior halves receiving a graft of posterior MZ without th
sickle form a primitive streak oriented from the anterior po
in significantly more cases than in controls. The very lo
potential of the anterior zone to form a streak is perhaps b
indicated by the fact that anterior quarters form a streak in o
4% of the cases compared to 81% for lateral quarters, and 
for posterior quarters (Spratt and Haas, 1960b; see also L
1949). 

In theory, a streak could arise from the anterior pole af
grafting posterior MZ as a result of removal of an inhibito
influence of the anterior MZ rather than from a positive effe
of the posterior MZ. However, several lines of evidence sugg
that this is not the case. First, no streaks arise from the post
side of isolated anterior halves (Spratt and Haas, 1960b),
the frequency of such streaks is 43% when an anterior MZ
placed next to the posterior side (our results). Second, 10
of posterior halves form streaks from their posterior sid
indicating that an inhibitory influence from the anterior pole
not required to position the streak. Third, grafts of poster
MZ to the anterior side of whole embryos lacking anterior M
do not result in appearance of an ectopic streak, indicating 
the inhibitory effect is not coming from the anterior MZ. Thu
while inhibitory effects from the anterior MZ cannot be rule
out, this is not the primary means by which the position of 
streak is determined. 

We may view the chick embryo as composed of thr
regions: the posterior region where the streak normally form
a middle zone where the streak forms if the posterior regio
removed, and an anterior zone where the streak rarely form
isolated halves or quarters. We have ruled out the possib
that the induced streak forms by recruitment of cells from 
middle zone (the posterior region of the anterior half), whe
streaks usually form in isolated anterior halves. Our ma
finding is that the posterior MZ without the sickle great
increases the probability that adjacent cells will form a stre
in this anterior region, and thus acts as an inducer capabl
changing the fate of adjacent cells from ectoderm to streak 
node.

Factors expressed in the posterior MZ and induction
of a primitive streak by secreted factors
The MZ posterior to the sickle expresses several factors
stages X-XII that could support inductive action. The epibla
of the posterior MZ expresses cVg-1(Seleiro et al., 1996) and
cWnt-8c(Hume and Dodd, 1993). The Vg1/activin and W
pathways have been implicated in the function of t
Nieuwkoop Center in Xenopus embryos (for a review, s
Harland and Gerhart, 1997).

Recent evidence supports a role for these pathways in
chick embryo as well. Aggregates of mammalian ce
secreting Wnt1 are able to promote streak formation 
adjacent central disc cells (Cooke et al., 1994), and c
secreting cVg1 have a stronger effect (Seleiro et al., 1996; S
et al., 1997). The cVg1-secreting cells stimulate expression
cVg1 in adjacent chick cells (I. Skromne, unpublishe
observations), and are effective only when placed on the 
and not on the central disc (Shah et al., 1997), suggesting
the Vg1 effect is mediated by the MZ. cVg1-secreting pell
apparently have a stronger inducing activity than the poste
MZ itself, in that the pellet can induce a second axis in wh
embryos at 180° to the host axis, and can induce an axis e
e
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w
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96%
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if grafted up to stage XIII. These effects may be due to the hi
level of Vg1 emitted by the aggregates, and/or to stage-spec
changes in the processing of endogenous cVg1.

It is plausible that Wnts, Vg1 and other factors expressed
the posterior MZ epiblast act upon neighboring host epibla
cells to promote initiation of streak formation, both in th
experimental grafts and in normal development. In addition,
role for the deep layer of the posterior MZ in the inductiv
process cannot be excluded.

Fate mapping 
We used DiI/DiO labeling to establish the fate of small group
of labeled cells in unmanipulated whole embryos to assess th
normal fates in the most undisturbed conditions. 

(1) The border of epiblast cells contributing to the streak
and those remaining posterior to the streak lies just
posterior to the sickle at stages XI-XIII
Labeled epiblast just posterior to the sickle remains in t
posterior area opaca in two thirds of the samples from stag
XI-XIII, while at stage X it contributes to the posterior streak
The epiblast above the middle of the sickle corresponds late
development to a position about halfway along the length of t
primitive streak; this position in turn marks the boundar
between future embryonic and extraembryonic mesode
(Spratt and Haas, 1960b; Vakaet, 1970; Nicolet, 1971; Garc
Martinez et al., 1993; Psychoyos and Stern, 1996). Thus, 
epiblast posterior to the sickle never contains precursors of 
region of the streak destined to give rise to embryon
structures. In addition, in agreement with Vakaet (1985), 
prestreak stages the prospective extraembryonic mesod
apparently lies in a narrow band just peripheral to th
embryonic mesoderm. The contribution to the node of epibla
anterior to the sickle declined with time, consistent with th
results of Hatada and Stern (1994), who found node precurs
near the sickle at stages X-XI and more anteriorly by stage XI

(2) Distinct origins of hypoblast and endoblast in the
lower layer
In agreement with results of earlier workers showing anteri
displacement of the whole primary hypoblast (Spratt and Ha
1960a; Vakaet, 1970; Stern, 1990), labeled cells in t
hypoblast just anterior to the sickle move anteriorly to th
germinal crescent by stage 4. Cells located slightly mo
posteriorly and ventral to the sickle appear in the endobla
under the central disc at stages 3-4. Consistent with the
results, Callebaut and van Nueten (1994) and Callebaut et
(1997) have shown that the endoblast underlying an ecto
streak derives from cells associated with the sickle.

Eyal-Giladi et al. (1992) labeled posterior pieces with o
without the sickle with rhodamine-dextran-lysine and grafte
them back to their site of origin in stage X-XI embryos, an
found that the lower layer under the stage-4 primitive streak
derived from pieces including the sickle. They called th
portion of the lower layer that is not primitive streak-derive
endoderm hypoblast, while we call it endoblast. The results a
consistent with ours, but their interpretation is that posteri
MZ epiblast cells move ventrally into the sickle and the
anteriorly into the hypoblast where they play an inductive ro
(Azar and Eyal-Giladi, 1979; Eyal-Giladi et al., 1992, 1994
However, the methods used do not permit an analysis of 
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Fig. 8.A graft of quail posterior marginal zone to the anterior side of
the chick anterior half changes the fate of nearby cells. (A) The
upper diagram shows the sites of labeling of the chick anterior region
at the start of incubation. Three clusters of cells along its posterior
border are labeled with DiI (red), and one cluster in the midline near
the anterior edge is labeled with DiO (green). A quail graft of
posterior marginal zone is positioned on the anterior side. The lower
diagram indicates the position of the labeled cells at the end of
approximately 22 hours of incubation in cases in which a streak
appeared from the posterior pole. (B) A grafted chick anterior half
representing the labeling pattern with DiI and DiO at the initiation of
culture. A red carmine marker is visible at the top in the middle of
the quail piece. (C) An example of a case in which an ectopic streak
appeared from the anterior pole during culture. DiI-labeled cells are
found well outside the streak, and DiO-labeled cells are found in the
streak. (D) The same embryo as in C, demonstrating expression of
chordin in the node (purple) by in situ hybridization.
Immunohistochemistry with QCPN antibody (brown) shows that
quail cells did not contribute to the streak. (E) Another example in
which an ectopic streak formed from the anterior pole. DiI-labeled
cells are found well outside the central region and DiO-labeled cells
form a dense cluster within the central region. (F) The same embryo
as in E, demonstrating that the dense cluster of DiI-labeled cells
corresponds to a chordin-expressing node. Quail cells remain
posterior to the streak.
contribution of the different labeled layers to the resultin
labeled structures. We find that in some cases posterior 
epiblast contributed primarily to the posterior streak, but w
cannot exclude that at the same time there was so
contribution to the endoblast. In any case, these cells do
move anteriorly to the level of the anterior streak. 

(3) The fate of grafted quail cells
The fate of quail posterior MZ with or without the sickl
grafted to chick anterior halves was generally consistent w
its normal fate. Grafts with the sickle were able to contribu
to the streak, while grafts without did not. Labeling o
hypoblast in the germinal crescent was rarely observ
confirming that the hypoblast is formed from cells locat
anterior to the sickle. Grafts including the sickle contribut
somewhat less to the streak epiblast than expected from re
in normal whole embryos, especially in the case of grafts
the anterior side. Grafts without the sickle also contributed l
than expected to the primitive streak. Such grafts from don
at stages XI-XII never contributed to the posterior stre
epiblast, while results from normal embryos would predict
g
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contribution in about one quarter of the cases. Callebaut et
(1996), using small homotopic grafts from prestreak qua
embryos, have also observed that the posterior MZ does 
contribute to the streak. 

Grafts without the sickle contributed slightly more to th
endoblast than expected from normal embryos, while chi
lateral regions formed much more endoblast than expect
presumably compensating for the absence of the hypoblast 
of the sickle, the normal source of endoblast. 

Role of the lower layer
Our results indicate that a non-gsc-expressing endoblast forms
under the streak and central disc as the streak appears an
hypoblast moves to the germinal crescent. The endobl
differs from the hypoblast in its smaller cells (Stern an
Ireland, 1981), its growth pattern (Vakaet, 1970), its mo
posterior origin (our result) and its location at stage 4. It 
distinguished from the hypoblast by the absence of express
of gsc (our results) or otx2 (see Fig. 2 in Bally-Cuif et al.,
1995). 

We find that the appearance of a streak adjacent to a graf
posterior MZ without the sickle to the anterior side is no
accompanied by outgrowth of hypoblast, defined as a gsc-
expressing lower layer. Stern (1990) also found that a stre
could form in the absence of hypoblast. Both exampl
demonstrate that the hypoblast is not required for formation
the primitive streak. However, the hypoblast has a positive eff
since stage XIII central disc epiblast does not develop a stre
while central disc epiblast plus hypoblast (Azar and Eya
Giladi, 1979) or disaggregated hypoblast (Mitrani and Eya
Giladi, 1981) are able to form a streak. Thus, the hypoblast m
play a permissive role, and may promote cell movements 
other processes that contribute to streak formation.

In our grafted embryos, a non-gsc-expressing endoblast
layer forms under the induced streak, composed mostly 
chick host cells. It presumably forms by ingrowth of the dee
layer of the lateral MZ, consistent with the finding of Stern an
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Fig. 9.Whole mounts of chick anterior halves fused with quail MZ
and fixed at 7-15 hours. Samples were hybridized to a gscprobe and
stained to reveal the quail QCPN antigen. The posterior side of th
chick half is down in all panels. (A) A quail posterior MZ without
the sickle was grafted to the anterior side of a stage XII chick
anterior half and fixed at 7 hours. A gsc-expressing hypoblast is
present at the original posterior side. Quail cells moving from the
graft form a narrow band under the chick epiblast. (B) A quail
posterior MZ cut through the sickle was grafted to the anterior sid
of a stage XI chick anterior half and fixed at 15 hours. No gsc-
expressing hypoblast is present. (C) Control sample fixed at 13
hours. No gsc-expressing hypoblast is present. Quail cells moving
from the graft form a narrow band under the chick epiblast. (D) A
quail posterior MZ without the sickle was grafted to the posterior
side of a stage XI chick anterior half and fixed at 7 hours of
incubation. This sample had the most abundant gsc-positive
hypoblast found in this set. (E) A section of the embryo in A. Arro
indicate the posterior edge of the quail cells migrating centrally in
the lower layer (left), and the most anterior extent of the gsc-
expressing hypoblast (right). 
Ireland (1981) that the deep layers regardless of position t
to grow centripetally to replace a lower layer that has be
removed. Since in our grafted embryos, there was a very s
contribution of quail cells (10 or less cells) to the endoblast
is clear that formation of an endoblast layer derived from 
posterior region is not required for streak formation. T
formation of a lower layer (hypoblast or endoblast) may be
critical permissive event, since grafted halves not forming
streak often had an incomplete lower layer. 

Eyal-Giladi et al. (1994) placed strips of stage X poster
MZ placed on the ventral side of a stage XIII central di
epiblast and found that they were unable to induce a stre
The results were interpreted as indicating that the posterior 
epiblast cells do not gain inductive power until they mo
ventrally and anteriorly into the hypoblast. However, we ha
shown directly that the posterior MZ (without the sickle) is ab
end
en
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ak.

MZ
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to induce a streak when placed adjacent to stage X-XI cent
disc cells, without formation of an inductive lower layer.

We conclude that neither a gsc-expressing hypoblast nor an
endoblast layer derived from the posterior MZ is required fo
induction of the primitive streak and node.

Loss of competence at stage XII
At stage XI, anterior halves possess some polarity in th
isolated halves are more likely to form a streak from th
posterior than from other positions. By stage XII, the polarit
is more distinct in that the anterior half is no longer able 
respond to the posterior MZ graft and a streak from the poster
side becomes most likely in experimental as well as in contr
samples. The increasing polarization of the anterior ha
between stages XI and XII could be due to the movement 
future organizer cells into the anterior half by stage XII (Hatad
and Stern, 1994). It may also be promoted by the spread
inductive influences from the posterior MZ and/or hypoblas
reflected in graded gene expression reaching into the ante
half of the epiblast, such as cNot1, cNot2and otx2 (Knezevic
et al., 1995; Stein et al., 1996; Bally-Cuif et al., 1995). A thir
possibility is that older embryos are under increasingly stron
inhibitory influences, but our results suggest that these are 
long-range signals from the posterior (streak-forming) region

Conclusion
The posterior MZ of the chick embryo has strong similaritie
to the Nieuwkoop Center of the amphibian embryo, the dors
vegetal center described by Nieuwkoop as capable of induci
an organizer in adjacent animal cells without contributing to i
The posterior MZ occupies a position that may be homologo
to that of the Nieuwkoop Center (Bachvarova, 1996) and 
expresses genes homologous to those implicated in Nieuwko
Center function, such as Vg1and Wnt8c. Most important, it is
able to induce a node and streak in adjacent cells witho
contributing cells to these structures. It remains to b
determined whether induction by the posterior MZ is require
during normal streak formation or whether such induction ac
in parallel with autonomous processes within the epiblast th
are sufficient for streak formation.
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